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KutRite to introduce new KRazor EDGE at 2014 WOC, proving that 2
heads are better than one
(ROMULUS, MI, OCTOBER 2013) – In an effort to bring the best concrete
grinding and polishing abilities to the most problematic areas of any floor, KutRite will
introduce the all-new KRazor EDGE during the World of Concrete, scheduled for January
21-24, 2014, at the Las Vegas Convention Center.
The KRazor EDGE will bring many of KutRite’s state-of-the-art grinding and
polishing innovations to concrete floor edging – and include single and twin heads.
The KRazor EDGE takes the contractor off of his hands and knees when grinding
and polishing the edges of the floor, which are always the most difficult areas. KutRite
had accomplished the goal of giving a “hands and knees” finish from a standing position
with its highly successful EDGEKutter dolly system, but the KRazor EDGE takes those
ideas to an entirely different level. Instead of a dolly system carrying an inserted hand
grinder, the KRazor EDGE offers a fully powered unit that includes single and twin head
options.
The twin heads’ feature includes the type of groundbreaking technology seen in
the 2012 Most Innovative Product Award-winning Conquer Twin, KutRite’s massive 910pound grinding and polishing machine with two planetary turntables including three
abrasive drivers each, stationed side-by-side. The Conquer Twin cuts a 42-inch, side-byside path or a 22-inch inline path.
Using similar engineering concepts, the KRazor EDGE’s twin-headed option will
not only grind and polish a 14-inch path at the edge of the floor, but its head will also
rotate to as much as 73 degrees to stay flush with the wall. The KRazor EDGE also
offers all of the unique advanced options of its predecessor, the EDGEKutter, including a
T-handle that is ergonomically designed to enable the operator constant adjustment and
comfort levels during the long hours on the job. It’s rocker pivot suspension enables the
KRazor EDGE to literally “float” over any floor’s undulations.
The KRazor EDGE can include the use of the 5/8-11 cup wheel or a 7/8 smooth
bore wheel while edging. The entire system of KutRite’s complete line of Quick
Disconnect (QD) magnetic tooling is available for use on the machine. KutRite’s BeltDrive System is included, which aims at providing maximum torque while its Serpentine
belt couples with its exclusive horseshoe tensioner to provide up to 70-percent contact
with the drive pulley and more than 50-percent contact with the spindle pulleys.
Also featured is KutRite’s Tilt-Back Design, which allows the operator to safely
and easily perform service and tool changes without additional labor or cost.
The twin heads will offer experienced contractors the ability to opt for one grit on
one of the twin heads while using a different grit on the other plate.

Changing from the single head to the twin head format is an onsite adjustment,
but not a “quick change.” Changing heads in the KRazor will be approximately a 30minute adjustment, done with a Phillips head screwdriver and a couple of socket
wrenches.
The KRazor EDGE has been nominated for the 2014 WOC MIP Award. The honor
focuses on increasing job site and plant productivity, improving employee safety and
enhancing quality. Attendees of the conference and readers of Concrete Construction,
Masonry Construction, The Concrete Producer and Concrete Construction Products elect
the industry choice winners. Hanley Wood, a leading business-to-business media
company, announces the winners. Hanley Wood produces the World of Concrete
conference along with magazines, web sites, e-newsletters, other exhibits and
conferences, custom marketing and data services.
The KRazor EDGE is covered by the “KutRite Kare” plan, which includes a twoyear warranty. KutRite prides itself by providing the best and most consistent customer
service in the industry.
To learn more about the KRazor EDGE, call (734) 955-9311 or visit us online at
www.kutritemfg.com.

About KutRite’s KRazor EDGE:
K utR ite, a Detroit-area, w orld-class producer of innovative, Am ericanm ade products focusing on the concrete grinding, polishing and scarifying
industry, and a top supplier of Huntington Grinding W heel Dressers, designs,
announces the introduction of the K R azor EDGE grinding and polishing
m achine.
For m ore inform ation on the K Razor EDGE, K utR ite’s new 2013 catalog
is available online at w w w .kutritem fg.com .
The all-new KRazor EDGE –
• Being introduced at the 2014 World of Concrete
• Robust, 3-horsepower, 220-volt variable speed stand up edge grinder
• Takes KutRite EDGEKutter dolly system to the next level
• Offers a “hands and knees” grind from a comfortable standup format
• Interchangeable heads offer single (7-inch) and twin (14-inch) cutting paths
• Twin heads will rotate as much as 73 degrees
• Ergonomic, adjustment T-handle for comfortable use
• Three positions for the T-handle; two positions for the complete handle; and 5degree adjustable tilt in 1-degree increments
• “Floats” across floor for best possible results
• Turns on a dime with two non-marking swivel casters
• Sturdy, well-balanced chassis
• Offers connectivity to the KleanRite vacuum system
• Belt-drive system and cover plate with easy access door
• Quick Disconnect Tooling makes for easy tool changes
• Tilt-back Bowl design makes for easy maintenance, repair and tool changes
• Covered by “KutRite Kare” two-year warranty

About the company:
Reorganized in 2002 under the KRMC LLC partnership, KutRite offers over six decades
of combined experience in surface preparation, pavement marking and abrasives and
tooling. It is a leading supplier of Huntington Grinding Wheel Dressers and is located in
Romulus, MI, seconds from Detroit Metropolitan Airport and a quick drive from
Downtown Detroit. KutRite is able to fulfill your requests fast, from factory floor to your
job site. The company is housed in a four-building, 60,000-square-foot manufacturing
campus. A fifth building in Romulus is planned. KutRite’s corporate goal is to create,
produce and distribute American-made products that enhance the abilities of the
concrete grinding, polishing and scarifying industry while featuring the best “ease of use”
for contractors across the globe.

